and the coefficients a2r are given to 8 decimals in Table I . The prime on the summation indicates that the first term is to be divided by 2. For purposes of checking or extension of the table, we note that Cl (x) = 0, hence 2' a^ -(m 4)/«r.
where it is sufficient to consider the range 0 ^ x i£ ât. This function is somewhat difficult to compute from its series expansion or by numerical integration, but a rapidly convergent Chebyshev expansion is readily found. Integrating by parts, we see that and the coefficients a2r are given to 8 decimals in Table I . The prime on the summation indicates that the first term is to be divided by 2. For purposes of checking or extension of the table, we note that Cl (x) = 0, hence 2' a^ -(m 4)/«r.
Also Cl (ir/2) = G (Catalan's constant) = 0.91596559. . . . The maximum of the function occurs at x = 7r/3; from (1) we obtain Cl (w/3) = 1.0149416 . . ., correcting in the seventh decimal the value given by Lewin [1] . Ö2r ~ ¿Í (2n + l)4n-1(n -r)\(n + r)\ '
where the B's are Bernoulli numbers. The series are easily shown to converge, and as a practical matter the convergence is fairly rapid; yet for most purposes it is easier to obtain the coefficients from the numerical values of those in the cotangent series. The real part of the dilogarithm of complex argument is a function of two variables, and there is apparently no better way to calculate it than by numerical integration or, when the modulus is small, from the series expansion. Expressions for Chebyshev coefficients as series involving cosines of odd multiples of the argument generally converge slowly.
In the course of this work we noticed the relation (doubtless already known to many) r * (\ 9 -u V (4* -1)mî\ G = l\ln2+ ¿rl42k-i(2k + l)J.
This relation, which is similar to some given by Glasser [6] , provides a fairly rapid method for calculating G to any desired accuracy, given sufficiently accurate values of the zeta functions involved.
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